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With regard to the old Sinism, Mo-tse is the most conserv-
ative of the three—holding fast to the God of his ancestors.
And if K'ung wanted a League of Peoples, Mo-tse
wanted to abolish war, except as a last resort. Like Lao-
tse he was a pragmatist and pointed to the ruinous folly
of armed disputes. If God is love, war must be sin; and
he went about as a minister of reconciliation till Meng-tse
who opposed him could say: 'Mo-tse loved all men and
was ready to wear himself out for the good of humanity*.
And Chuang-tse, while maintaining that no one could
live at these heights, exclaims, 'But Mo-tse was truly a
glory to the world/ A practised teacher, he developed the
logical theories implicit in Chinese thought: reasoning
must be backed by a classical authority, it must be true
to present-day experience, and it must have pragmatic
proof in utility. 'This was the beginning of logic in
China,' says Dr. Hu, and once more the visionary stands
revealed as the rational thinker.
Yet this great man had to wait twenty-four centuries
for a biographer, and of the fifty-three books attributed to
him by tradition, perhaps none was actually his. But his
main ideas are clear, and can be studied side by side with
those of his fore-runners, successors, and critics in our
illustrative readings.
As with some other logical defenders of the faith, his
disciples were entangled in their own sophistries, and
China became a cock-pit of intellectual wrangling. But
the humanist tradition lived on side by side with the mysti-
cal. If Meng-tse is the true descendant of K'ung Fu-tse
—more democratic but as humanist—Chuang-tse is the
spiritual child of Lao-tse—more naturalistic and more
sceptical. And as the latter school became fatalist, the for-
mer called the more loudly for strenuous activity, for man
to master nature and to strive with optimism: *to neglect
human effort and to speculate about nature is to misinter-
pret the universe,* says Hsun-tse in the third century, in
what Hu Siuh calls a Baconian Song. He and Han Fei
•were the inspiration of early empire-builders and belong

